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A direot measurement of the number of neutrons per fission has been

made in the graphite blocks using the cyclotron as a neutron source. Fissions

were produced by the thermal flux which is available well back in the graphite ‘

block; the number of fast neutrons given off was meadured by making a volume in=

tegral of the resonance activity aaquired by iridiumfoils and oomparins this ‘with

n similar integral from a Ra-Be source of known output; the “numberof!fissions

was measured by oounting the fissions from a thin foil on the face of a case corl-

taining the sample of fissionable material, and knowing the ratio of weights of

material in the foil to material in the sample. The measurement gives a rather

accurate value of the ratio $/Q$ where Q is the neutron output of Ra-Be

source j#+3;thus any improvement in the absolute calibration of a Ra-Be souroe

can readily be applied to obtain an improved value of V. The values found},

using 6ouroe # 43, were for 258 V/Q = (2082 t 003) x 10-7 see, and for 499

v/Q = (3030 ~ .O~) X 10-7 seo~ This gives a ratio, independent of Q and of

,

any possible difference in the fission speotra, of ~hj’??5 =

current best ‘alue ‘f ’43
iS ,x%7x 107 neutrons per amend,

- a-i4* = 2.86.
*25 - 3.+9

A modification of the method was used to measure, in

1017too20 The

which gives

#

a manner independ-

ent of Q, tho number of neutrons per neutron absorbed, S . v\(l+cL)~ These

“--=--Pr=e”tagazea’=2016and‘i’=10m‘or‘he-l‘eutr”ns‘n‘he. ~~--- graphite block, using &!& barns and 1057barns as the respective capture oross
~~CO i“
s~~F_- .
‘-g;?====

sections at 00~5ev, and McDarliel~sdata on tiie variation of the 49 absorption
r J~~

~~

1
cross seoti~n with energy. The method is less straightforwardand presumably

!S: ~
geml
‘~:;[ -_ “
s 1>-.~ ;.. ~!’” “-.
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much leas accurate than the 1)/Q measureaen’%. Assuming Q as above, we get

from these data the valueB
’25 = 013,

%9
==~, for thermal neutron6~

There was no detectable difference in the shape of the slowing-down

density curves from 25 and 49, indicatl~ that the fission speotra for the two

are similar.

.
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NUM13RROF NEUTRONS PF3 FISSION FOR 25 Am 49

Introduction

The determination of the number of neutrons emitted when fission oocurs

has beeu of the greatest interest since it became apparent that ohain reactions

might be sustained by fissionable material. In particular. the critical mass of

[ .1=-lo~ametal gadget depende on this quantity as 0>(s!- 1 -4) , where N is the

number of neutrons per fission and C& is the branching ratio, ~ =& &f for
d

the pure material (d’ refers to radiative oapture, that is, the )(n,if)process .

The fission cfoss seotion,

which is of importance for

of hydrogen present). The

here is $ for fission by

formed by W,ilsonoWoodward

‘f’
has been measured direotly in the energy region

the gadget (5 kev to 2 mev, depending on the amount

prinoipal quantity measured by the experiment described

thermal neutrons. An experiment has already been per-

1) to show that ~ remains md’xtantiallyand DeWire

constant as the energy of the fission-producing neutrons is raised from thermal

energies to several hundred kilovolts. It is therefore important to have an

accurate value of * for thermal fission. The present paper also describes a

measurement of (1+ &) for thermal fission, and summarizes the results of otier

measurements of this quantity. At present no method of measuring & at high

. energies haB been found; it is expected theoretically to decrease with increasing

neutron energy. Tho measurement of S also oompletes the oircle formed by the

measurements in the thermal region of (1-kcL) and ~ =N/(l+~)D the number

1) ~fk.95, pelO, experiment 150
— ... ...—-..———
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of neutrons mitt ed per

Method of Measurement

To measure 3

...— ____
——

--~—

“5- UNCLASNFIED
thermal neutron absorbed.

direotly one must oount the number of fissions produced

in a sample bya thermal flux, and count all the fast neutrons given off by the

mmple~ The graphite block, used with the cyclotron as a source of primary neu-

trons~ provide8 a strong flux of nearly pure tharmal neutronsO and at th& ssme

time can be used with a resonance detector (such as iridium)to measure the total

fast-neutron output of any source which is placed in it. The fast-neutron meas-

uranent depends on the fact that an iridiumfoil, covered with oadmium to elim=

inate thermal activity, when placed in the block will acquire an activity propor-

tional to the flux of neutrons of lJ+ v energy present, and therefore proportional

to the slowing down density

The slowing-down density at

passing from above to below

at 1014V9 the energy of iridiumresonance neulmons~

any given energy, q(E), is the number of neutrons

that energy per cubio centimeter per aeoond; it is

therefore olear

tegral over all

greater than E

in the medium.

that if we surround a source by a slowing-down medium. the in-

space of q(E) is equal to the number of neutrons of energy

given out by the

Since practically

a fi8sion source, one oan measure

sion neutrons given off by making

cadmium=covered iridiumfoils. The

mined by making a similar integral

ural souroe of known strength.

source per aecond~ it there is no absorption

no neutrons of extremely low energy come from

a quantity proportional ko the number of fis-

such an integral in a graphite block with

proportionality constant can then be deter-

but replacing the fission source with a nat=

The accuracy of the neutron counting, then, depends upon the standard-

ization of a Ra-Be source. Two programs to make 8uch a measurement have been

launohed, one in this laboratory and one at Chioago, and it was felt that rather

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
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accurate resultq oould eventually be oxpeoted from both of them.

The f’issionrate in the sample was measured by counting the fissions

from a thin foil placed on the surface of the sample and containing a very small.

known fraction of the total fissionable material in the sample. v is then given

by the number of neutrons divided by the number of fissions~

UJAfdV
Q

/

%
*=

M

FO—
ArbdV

*

where A
f

and Arb are the
-

fission source and the Ra-Be

saturation aativitie8

souroe, respectively;

.

.-

of iridiumfoils due to the

Q

per second from the Ra-Be source; F is the number of

the thin foil; and mf and m6 are the masses of the

respeotively~ (Some small corrections have been omitted).

General Arranwanent

is the number of neutrons

fissions per seoond from

thin foil and the sample,

Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the indimn foils and ion chamber in

the graphite block, Our blook was ’78wide, 6110tthigh and 11* long. The fast

neutrons from the oyolotron come in at one end and ara slowed to a nearly pure

thermal n6utron flux in the first five feet. This leaves an approximate oube

seven feet on a side at the end of the blook away from the cyolot%on in *ich

to make the fast-neutron measurements. The foils’were placed along the axis of

the block, on the side of the chamber away from the cyolotron ( to minimize the

background of residual fast neutrons always present in the blook). Their dis-

tances were approximately 10, 25, 40$ 55, 70$ and 85 cm from the source. The

volume integral is made by taking the values of q along one radius and assum-

—---
..—.----- ——.— —
-.—
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ing that the distribution of fission neutrons about the point umroe

ically symmetrioo The ohamber lead runs up to the preamp on the top

block.

is spher-

of the

An amxarate measuranent of the number of neutrons emitted by a source I

using the method of iridiumfoils in a graphite block requires that the follow==
I

ing conditions be fulfilled$ 1) l!heleakage of fast neutrons out of the blook

before they are slowed to the iridiumresonance energy

2) The absorption of neutrons in the block during the

also be negligibly small. 3) The graphite block must

must be negligibly small.

slowing-down process must

be free from gaps and holes

and of as uniform density as possible. Failure to meet these requiremeixtsin-

troduces errors in the volume integral of the iridiumfoil ~activity for which
●

corrections may be calculated if they are sufficiently small.

The requirements for our problem are less rigorous because we wish to

compare two neutron sources~ Ra-Be and fission neutrons. which have substantially

the same slowing-down ranges in graphite (although their neutron spectra are con-

siderably different). This means that one expects the fractional neutron losses

from absorption and leakage. and the magnitude of any gap corrections to be sti-

ilar for the two. Nevertheless considerable care waa taken to minimize leakage,

absorption and gaps.

The intium foil counting followed the highly standardized Chicago tech-

niques using 2.4 fgt f0i18, .127 om thick Cd shields, and thin aluminum-walled

~-counters. The counting was reproducible to within the statistical accuracy

expected from the number of oounts.

Fission Counting

The ion chamber

block introduced into the

for oounting fissions and its lead to the top of tie

blook the only souroes of absorption other than the

i .-
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foils and the graphite itself. They introduced also the largest air gaps. It

was therefore important that the volume of both chamber and lead be as small ae

possible and that they present as little neutron absorption as possible. The

volume occupied by the ohsmber was reduced to 103 cm3. Achally in the course

of our measurements two chambers slightly different in design were usedo The

first contained about 100 gm each of paraffin and aluminum. Most of this weight

was in the leads herme only a third of these materials was within a foot of the

neutron source within the chamber. Thb second uhamber contained no paraffin but

weighed ~0

bleak. The

chamber and

grams. Again much of the weight was in the lead to the top of the

use of suoh small amounts of materials and such small apaoe for the

leads was made possible by using air as a chember gas and by operat-

ing with the collecting elcmtrode at high potential~ the aase serving as both the

fixed potential eleotrode and eleotrioal shield.

Whereas 25 foils do not give off a bothersome number of &-particles#

and slow amplifiers suffice, this is not true for J!@. The counting of 25 fissions

was done with a slow amplifier in”tho first measurements and a fast one in the

last. The 49 fissions were oounted using a faat amplifier throughout. The prof-

itable use of fast amplifiers was possible because we found that aolleotion of

eleotrons in air without appreciable capture was possible at 2500 volts/cm when

the eleotron path length was -l OXI. The slow amplifier and preamp were of the

stable gains inverse feed-baok designg while the fast amplifier and preamp were

of the Crouch type, wherein the gain is kept constant only by a regulated plate

voltage supply and constant A.C. line vol-ge. Both sohemes gave good plateaus.

However, the relatively higher noise in the fast amplifier made an extrapolation

to zero bias of the pulse discriminator somewhat more difficult, but still good

to less than one peraent.

APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
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Samples aqd Fo$ls

To find

pre6ent we must know

the number of fissions in the total amount of material

the ratio of weight of autive material in the thin foil

to weight of’active material in the sample. For 49 the thin foil was made by

transferring quantitativelyan aliquot of the total sample on to a thin platinum

disk. The value thus obtained was ohecked by oomparing the fission counts from

this foil with the fission oounts from a very smell 49 foil which hed been &-count-

ed accurately; and &-counting a very mall aliquot from the total sample (note

that the ratio is independent

were prepared by electrolysis

the 25 sample (E-1O). Direct

2)
of the specific activity of 49) . The 25 foils

from material of the same isotopic constitution as

weighing of

ently because their large area encourages

ZYjfoil for the first ion chamber, WL-l$

z)

these foi.laproved unreliable, appar-

the deposition of impurities. The

2) ~~was determined by @-counting

cheokod by fission==oountingti’;thus the relative weights of the foil depend on

the weights of small, accurately known E-10 foils. The second 25 foil, E-IO H=-13,

4)was determined by comparison of fission counts against well known E-10 foils .

Sinoe all these measurements go back to a weight of Ecu1Ooxide. the ratio of the

weights is independent of the isotopic constitution of E-SO.

The sample of 25 oonaisted of sbme 20 gm of E-10 oxide, spread out over

~ cn12. Its aluminum container also served as the electrode of the

The thin foil was fastened to one face of this container, .4 mm of

2) We are indebted to

3) ByO. Chamberlain.

&) These measurements

R. W. X)odsonand members of’his group for these

ion chamber.

aluminum

were made by Wilson. DeWire. and Woodward.

determinations.

- —.-= -

—
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being between the foil and the upper 8urfaoe of the sample. The first ion cham-

ber was square, and the corresponding 25 oontainer had a square oross section.

The sooond ohamber wa6 round; the 25 wa6 transferred to a round container. The

49 sample had 562& Pu in the form ~aPu02(Ac)5 o XH20, andit~ container

was exactly similar to the round 25 oont&iner. In all cases the thin foils were

mado the same area and 8hapo as the sample.

Details of the Measurement

The measurements necessary to obtain the value of $/Q were all repeat.

ed many times. The aouree of a typioal experiment was as follows: the “blook

background arising from the residual neutrons of greater than thermal energy

tiich are always present in the graphite bZock, was measured by plaoing the Cd==

covered iridiumfoils in their usual positions~ but without having the sample in

the ion chamber. Small monitor foils of iridiumwere plaoed in the blook in

suah a position that they would not be ai’fec%edby the presence or absence of

the fissionable sample, and the cyclotron was then operated at maximum intensity

for a time of tho order of an hour.

The thin fissionable foil and mmple in the ion ohamber were then

plaoeciin the block and a number-biaa ourve taken. If the plateau was satisfac-

tory, iridiumfoils and monitors were then placed in the blook, the counter was

turned on. and the oyolotron operated as

twenty to ninety minute6, the time being

then took fron two to three hours. This

counts was repeated a number of times.

Finally the sample was removed

steadily es pos6ible for a period of

carefully noted. Counting the foils

comparison of foil activity with fission

frum the ion chamber and source #43, a

1 ~, pressed Ra-Be source in the standard cylindrical container, was placed in

the ion chamber in the position that had been occupied by the sample. The c.ham-

--
-... —.., ._.—— .- G...

-—.

.—
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ber was then put back in the blook, and iridiumfoils in the standard positions
.

were brnnbardedwith the neutrons from this source, again f’ora time of the order

of an hour. Several suoh Ra-Be runs were made in each experiment.

Rvwluation of Data—.—4.—

The complete determination of #Q as outlined above was performed

three times for 25 and twice for 49. It is convenient to express these results

in terms of the integrals

/

*

and 12 s Arb(r) r2 dr

o

which have already appeared on page 6. The integrals were evaluated by plotting

the average.value (for a given determination)

drawing a smooth curve through the points and

tion of the total area which was beyond 85 cm

of’ A/F at eaoh of the six points,

integrating numerically. The frac==

from the sample, the farthest point

measured~ was 3 percent for the fission curves and 4 percent for the Ra-Be curves~

according to the extrapolation we madea Table I gives the number of runs and the

value of the integrals for the five determinations. The probable errors listed

for 11 were determined from the dispersion of the data$ and for 12 from the

counting statistics. The errors from counting statistics for
*1

wore around

0.4 percent.

A comparison of the slowing-down density curves for 25 andl+~ revo&led

no difference to within experimental error. This ia not a very sensitive test,

but it indicates that the fission speotra of tho two substances do not differ

I
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Cheok8 and Corrations

-12.-

- 5’)obtained by Fermz

Since this expcmiment was intended to

the value of */Q. various checks were made to

I

give rather high accuracy for

tiry to uncover possible rmuroes

of sy~tezuaticerror.

CoUnking i8 8hown in

from the mean agrees

The reproducibility of the fission counting and neutron

Table I. where the error oalcukted from the deviations

very well with the error expeoted from oounting statistics,

To make sure that the true center of the Ra-Be souroe had been Iooated,

runs were made with various orientations of the source. These measurements in;

dicated that the neutron center of source #43 ooinoides with its geometrical center.

TABLE I.

.
Determina-

tion

1

2

3.

4

5

)6ater-
ial

25

25

25

L9

49

Foil #

WL-x

m-I

E-10 H-13

G-7 B-A

C-7 H-A

.—

f Fission
runs

5

&

6

8

6

.—

# 4a-13e
runs

5

7

1

A firmions counted on only three of these

13.5oo~loo

13,530*70

20,890L170

4oo@+ot270

41*960* 1’70

-,

12 t G2

5) Fermi, CP-1592,April, lw.

--— _--— _ —---- .—.-.——__,
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The source was then moved laterally a distmoe equal to the radiu8 of

the sample of fissionable material, to see what effeot the finite exteneion of

the sample would have on the neutron oounting. A slight decrease (about 1 peroent)

in foil activity was observed, which was the order of magnitude expeoted. Sinoe

the correction is small and easily calculable, it was deoided that

would be more reliable than the experiment. This caloula%ion will

Appendix 1; it makes about 0s3 percent oorreotiono

The 25 mnplo used in this experiment oontained about Is

the oaloulation

be found in

gjnof 280 To

check on the estimate that the oapture by this emount of 28 would be negligible
.

we placed 15 gm of normal alloy in the chamber with the Ra==Besource. No effeot

on the Ra-Be curve was observed. Similarly, to oheok on

in the electrical lead of the first ion chamber, 8 @n of

with the Ra-Be souroe, and again no effeot was observed.

the effeot of the paraffin

parafiln was plaoed in

Between measurement 1 andmeasurament 2 the graphite bleak was partially

taken apart and restacked with slightly better stacking density. Result8 of these

two measurements agree satisfactorily.

The hole in which the chamber was placed extended 192 cm from the raeu-

tron source toward the iridiumfoils. !Hkequestion of extrapolating the slowing-

down den8ity to zero is complicated by ‘:hisfact, but it can be shown that to a

first approximation one should simply J,:awthe curve in parabolically as if there

were no hole. Moreover, the area Und.:rthe ourve from r

is xO.02 peroent of the total.

The use of iridiumfoils (wb.ichhave a ~ minute

an ‘artificial” souroe with a natural one re”quireseither

=0 to r

half-life) to

that the time.

ment be quite short compared with ~ :!inutes,or that something be done

= 1.2 cm

oompare

of bombard-

about p08-

eible variations in intensity of the ?.rtificialeourae. For inten8ity reasons

......_.,_

““”’””’=~-
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bombardmentswero usually long. so that we had to monitor%e cyclotron beam

make a correction for any fluctuations that occurred~ The details of this

correction will be found in Appendix 11. The largest correction made was 1.9 per-

cents and the average of all corrections was”C).2percent.

Because of these checks, and also because the effect of any fact-neutron

absorbers would only be noticeable insofar as it

trons as for Ra-Be neutrons, i% is i?elbthat the

is quite reliable.

was not the same for fission neu=

comparison of fast-neutron outputs

The principal check on the count of the number of fissions was the flat-

nefls and reproducibility of pla%eaua on the number-bias aurve6. The integrals in

Table I have been correoted for the extrapolation of plateaus to zero biaa. As -

an additional precaution againat possible failure of the amplifier etc.~ the

same monitors which were used to make the number-bias counts were compared with

the ion chamber during the actual course of the runs in measuremont6 30 l+,and ~.

An 0.8 percent thidcness correction was applied to the fission count6 on the 25

foils, whiah were 50 </cm2.

Tho ra%ios of weight of mmple to weight of

Square 25$ m6/mf = (1.070 tooo~)

foil werez

xl (+

Round 25s mJmf = (1.742 t.o17)xlo4

4% ms/mf = (2.840 t .Ol@) x 104

We feel that the estimated probable errors used here are i’airlyliberal.

To establish the relation between the thin-foil fissions and the fis-

sions in the sample, runs wore made with the thin foil on the side of the mmplo

---

==m!E=-
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towmrd the oyolotron and on the side of the sample away from the cyolotron. The

counting rate with foil away from cyolotron was found to be 3.31+percent less by

measurements done on the square 25 samples and 3.2 percent less by measurements

on the 49 and round 25

from the presence of a

the ‘weak “ side. The

samples. Part of this rather large effeot probably arose

slow-neutron sink caused by the cadmium foil holdors on

average counting rate has consistently been used in these ‘.

calculations;

rate.

The

the integrals in Table I have boon uorrected to average counting

8t31f-ab80rpti0ncorrection wa6 calculated on the basis of this

average counting rate plus the fi.ssumptionof an isotropic neutron flux around the

sample. The straight-through self-absorption in the sample was about 11 percent.

in the worst case (round 25 sample); it beoomes larger when averaged over all ~

angles. but is partially monitored by the detector foil, one side of which is

shaded by the sample. The net correction was 5 percent for the round 25 sample.

Details of this calculation are given in Appendix 111.
.

One check on the results of the self-absorption correction was obtain-

ed as followsg a mall ‘spot” of enriched material was placed at the center of
●

the face of the square 25 sample, in the ion chambers and its counting rate noted.

It was then placed succes~ively at eaoh of the four corners of the sample. The

counting rate wax the sanea within statistical accuracy, at all the corners, and

5 peroent lower than this in the center. This is approximately the result expect-

ed frcm the leakage of thermal neutrons paat the sample on to the side of the

“spot” toward the sample. which is of course greater when the spot is out near the

edge of the ssaple.

In measurement 2, a background of fissionable material in the ion chain-

her, resulting from a small leak in the aluminum container of the sample which

-. —.
—

—
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allowed some of the oxide to escapes was discovered when the mea~urement was

partially completcd~ The chamber was then cleaned out, and only subsequent runs

were used to determine the (A/F)~s; previous data were used to help establish

the shape of the slowing-down density curve.

The strong oh-activityof 49 raised the possibility that the 49 sample

might have a neutron back~round from &n reactions. The iridiumfoils were,

therefore, left in the block with the cyclotron off, exposed to the 49 sample for

an hour. They had not acquired a measurable

Results

The value #Q43 is

~=

’43

now given by

11

activity.

where ~ = finite-size-of-source correction (Appendix I), ~ “. thickness cor-

rection (assumed unity for the 49 foil, whioh was very thin), and b = self.

absorption correction (Appendix 111). We have attempted to assign reasonable

probable errors to these correction factors, and havo considered

errors shown in Table I and the errors in mass ratios to get the

?leasurmnent

1

these with the

following values:

*25 13500

— = 4.578 X 10° X 1.070 X l& X 09959 X 1.006 X .9521
’43

= (2.ti8t.05) x 10-~ sec.
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2

3

4

5

.

13530

Q43 4.545 X 108 X 10070 X IL+ X -9959X 1.008 X .9521

+ OS) x 10-7 Scw.a= (2080-.

20890

Q43 4.550 x 108 K 1o742x d+ x .9965 x 1.008 x .9502

= (20781 .O~)X 10-7 80C0

il.061jo

Q~5 L.545 x 108 x 2.84 x d+ x .9965x lAOO x .974

= (.%25k 007)x 10-73000

-JuJ?=_ }4:.*
. ,. ——

’43 4.550 x 108 x.2’384x K+ x 09965x 1.000x .974

TheBe lead to the average value~

+25\Qh3z (2.82 ~.03)xlo-7aec.

$49 /Q43 = (30N ~ co5)X 10=7 80Co

The ratio of the number of neutrons per fission for the two substance

~u!!!!!!=. ,___—.
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34@5 “ L17 *rJc@

The best value for a Ra-Be souroe

(June 26) i8 the reoent result of R. Walker
4

calibration available

and O. Frisoh~ giving

neutrons per moorid. @e correotiono presumably quite mall, has

applied tO thise
%{’

is accurately known to be 105190 so “

Q43 = .847 x 107 n/see.

which gives

at this date

Q& =, 0571 X 107

not yet been

Additional Experiments

Using the neutron-bounting teohnique already

possible to make a measurcmxrt

cross seotion (0’-’= &f + &r)

point at which the material is

of % .~(l+cL) if

of the material and the

placed:

descxibsd, it would be

one knew the absorption

neutron density at the

9- number of neutrons per neutron absorbed

f. %3 A~2 dr

/

Arbr2 dr o Nnv&
a

Here N is the numberof 25 or 49 atoms in the sample, and nvc?a should properly’

-L@ly ------- .
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be integrated over velooity, but since 25 and 49 are nearly l/v in the thermal

region, we may

value of n =

materials ouch

consider (v&a)

/

00

n(V) dv. In

o
as indiuma whose

as a con8tant quantitys and &nquire 8s to tha

principle this can be found with the aid of a

activity is l/v in the thermal region, and which

has been calibrated in somo way. Actually, the type of calibration we have used

is subject to serious objection on theoretical grounds. and experimental rosultm

obtained with it are therefore considerably leas accurate than those obtained

by the straightforwardmethods described above.

We u~ed very thin iridiuma310y foils (1/9indiumo8;e9tin) *ich had

been calibrated in the graphite blook in G-Building. This blouk contains a

Ra-Be sourceo and the thermal flux arising from this souroe has been oaloulated

6)
in the usual way . Essentially one finds from such a calculation, assuiiing

only one velocity at thermal energies~
(

nv = QGf L20Aoro o
)

21S(v) , where f is

a oomplioated function of quantities related to the blouk, and QG is the strength

of the Ra-Be source. Integrating over a Maxwellian distribution and ignoring

the small variation in f over this region, one finds
/

n = QGf(L2si~ro20~h) ~$

I i~e~, the total neutron density is expressed in term of the average Maxwellian

velocity, C = ~vm. One finds i.nthe G calibration thetie~laotivity

of the thin iridiumfoil corresponding to the ~~aloulatedneutron density. (~~n= K nG

Then. by putting the thin iridiumon the face of the sample of fiaeionable material

in our block in Building X one measures (AtijX and finds the neutron density there

.
6) of. Fermi. c-92.
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so

so % does not depend on an absolute value of Q, but only on a ratio With

can be measured accurately.

If (Vda) is not constant over the energy range of the slow neutrozm

present, the average value Qf (vtia) over the Maxwell distribution must be em-

7) (seeployed. Using the transmission data on 49 tiythe timo of flightmethod

Fig. 2~wo found (V@&)49 = 2.46 barn-zneters/~seo for a ldaxwelliandistribu-

tion at 20.4° c, if 1%(.025 v) = 1057barns.

Three measurements of 3 ave good agreement their average value
b9 g

being ’49 = 1.97. If dJ varies with energy over the region in question, this

represents 9/(K), where

(w&) =
/[

(1+ &)(v&f) n(v) dv

1//[ 1

(vdf) n(v) dv , and

n(v) is a Maxwell Mstribution. The relation arises from our method of measuring

7) MoDaniel et al, L4-t320

—.
— -=—

1.
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X . which can be written

This is not too helpful for 49, since we do not know Vrf(v) except that it

8) shom by ‘%0

apparently exhibits at least part of the strong resonance

The variation of (vcf)~5 in the thermal region is certainly much

less severe than that of 49. However. time of flight measurements7) indicate

a difference between the energy dependence of (VO&)25 -d that of (V~f)25

which is diffioult to explaint (vda)~~ waB constant in the thernd region,

while (v&f)25 appeared to drop down to a minimum at 0.15 ev. Accepting

(W4)25- 9, of 1.408 barn-meters/>secas oonstazrtand using Fermios value

(1&?2 barn-m/’sec was found by McDaniel) we find from a single measurement

~ +25)AV0= 2.26. the average being of the type described above.
.

From these valueu of ~ and the previously

we find

quoted values of N

(r~)25 = 10MO

We complete the circle of measurement by placing the thin iridiumfoil on the

back of a foil

chamber in the

the flux which

of fiaaionable material, in the ion chambers and immer6ing the

thermal flux of the bolck. Thus we count the fission8 and measure

produoes them. obtaining a value of (l+CL) more direotly. This

8)&derson, @vatelli, McDaniel and Sutton, LA-91; and bderson, CK-1761.

9) Fermi, CP-13890
— .
—.. ..
. . .
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procedure, which is clearly equivalent except in experimental detail to the one

used above to find (l+&), gave the values (~&)&9 =

(lT&)25 = 1.13, 1.15. The best averages of these values

l.i$l, 1042, 1043s

seem +0 U6 to &

Q43 = .%67 x 107 ll~mm.

To obtain the

these average values of

It in perhaps

best preoision on ~, we divide our values of ~ by

(1 -t-~). Thi8 gives %b9 = 1.99. <25 = 2.16.

convenient at this point to summarize the principal quan=

tities that affeot the various measurements described above. Theso ares ti(Qg

s.
fission oount, iridiumfoil count, weight ratio of sample to foil; 3S indiu foil

count, absolute weight of sample, absorption oross seotion~ average velocity of

neutrons in blook, calculation of thermal flux in G blook; (l+cL)g fission

count, standardi~ation of Ra-Be source, absolute weight of sample, absorption

cross seotion, average velooity of neutrons in bleak, calculation of thermal

flux in G bleak.

Sinco the ‘~ and (1 + a) measurements involve quantities whose ao=

ouracy is very difficult

to them. In partioularo

vol~ea the at38umptionof

to determine we have not tried to assign probable errors

the calculation of’thermal flux in a graphite bleak in-

a single mean free path for thermal neutrons in graphite.

10) have indicated that the mean free path varies sharply withReoent researches

energy in thi8 region. Although no quantitative investigation of this effeat has

been made, it seems possible that the calculation might be off by perhaps 10 ~~r-

aeut.

--m@iim..--—-—
●

10] Anderson, CP-1592.
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Summary Of Some Other Measurements Related.to *

The quantities related to N have been measured by different methods.

and the results of some of theseb as of June 22~ will

parison with our results.

The effeck on pile reactivity when’ (a) 25.

in the pile,in amounts whioh absorb equal numbers of

be summarized here for OODI=

and (b) boron~ are plaoed

ncmtrons, will give a value

for 3 . Thin was done at Chicago11) and the value >5 = 2.15 obtained.

(~ + ~)25 has been measured by comparing ~f(25) to the cross a~tion

of a substanoe in which it is believed every capture leads to a disintegration.,

The oubstanoea used were lithium and boron, which have the additional required

property of l/v cross Bections. Measuranenta at Chicago with lithium gave

(rti)*5 = 1.U?2)o
13)

Measurements in this laboratory by Bailey and WilZiams ~ ,

with both lithiumand boron,

The ratio v44325

give (l+&) = 1.a~6,
25”

was measured by Wilson$ Qellire,and Woodward,u)

using a coincidence rnethod~and found to be 1.18 ~ .Ol~

Wilson, DeWire and Fioodward
15)

found. for thermal flux in the graphite

ent of this; however, an in.iependentmeasurement

It will be noted that if one aocepts a

Of 1.27 i5 nOt entirely

20) a180 gaveat Chicago

value for CL(thermal]
25

independ-’

1024.

Of about

-

n]

12)

13)

4)

15)

Fermi, Marshall and MaL-Bhdl, CP-1186. December lg45, and CP-1389.

Anderson. CK-1761, May, 1$3$4.

ltillhurlf$,J. Ho, LAMS+.

Wila * DeWire and Woodward,
%

Wilson. DeYiireand Vioodward,

LA-10&

IA-103.
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.17,these.results are brought into remarkably good agreement. Sharingthe

ramaining error between our N and Fermias % puts N25 between 20f+5 and

2.s500Similarly, *49 would lie between 2.87 and 2.95.
“m @+d)4/(?+’%

=1.24, we find @(theruml)
l.b$l

= .L5.

+qlIpqm=----— ..-— “
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. APPENDIX I - F’INITE-SIZE-OF-SAMPLRCORRECTION

The distance-dependenceof the slowing-down density for fission neutrons

from a point-souroe

tion~ by q(r) = C

bution i’roma point

disk, at a distanoe

can be represented, with sufficient aocuraoy for this aorroc-

e-r2/ra20 If the aourae is a disk of radius R, tie contri-

on the disk (~,e) to the q at a point on the axis of the

r from the disk is

dq “ ( C~dy dO/7R2) e“(r
2+y2)/ro2

~2
-r2/r02(1 ~ *q(r) . C-Q-U

-R2/ro2

$
)

For our caae #/ro2 < .01, so

For fission neutrons in graphite ro2 = 1225CIU2. For the square sampleO

506 x 5.6 cm, we take XR2 = 5062 om29 F = 9.98 om2. Correction ia there-

fore 1 - R2/2r02 = .9959, and the volume integral whiuh we find for the fis.=

) sion neutfons from this sample must be divided by this number in order to be

pared with the integral from the Ra-Be point-sourco~ For the round sampleEO

~2 = 806cln2. 1 - (R2/2r02) = .%6!5.

com-

.~ .—
. .. .

-— ---
--
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APPENDIX11 - BEAM UNSTEAWD?ESS CORRECTSO~

The use of iridiumfoils to count neutrons alwuya

to a certain (u?naallyinfinite) time of bombardment. This

source suoh as Ra-Be, Whioh puts out a very steady flow of

involves adju~tment -

irI easy for a natural

nautrons~ but is more

complicated when the oyolotron is usod$ since it oannot always be persuaded to

givo a very uniform output. Xf one knows a function f(t). proportional to the

indxdaneous output of the ayvlotron at any time during the bombardment ‘thenthe

activity the foil would have had~ had it reoeived the same number of neutrons in

the mime idme with a 6teady beam, 38

J,

times the aotivity it actually has. where ~ is the time of bombardment and ~

the deoay constant of the foil.

To find auoh a function we used one of Wattsc ‘safety oircuitn devioea.

consisting of a BP ahamber *iving a recording millimeter through a Deco =-
3

plifier. This proved to be linear, to the degree of aoauraoy needed, and very

stable “inoperation. The reoord was divided into six-minute intervals and in-

tegrated numerically.

The cyclotron was always operated aa ateadfly

it possible to tell by examination of the reoorda whioh

correction. Accordingly only the apparently ‘bad!’ones

aa possible> and we found

runs would not require any

were calculated after thie

discovery was made* and even in some of thm the f’luetuationacanoelled out.

.—
.,---- .... . . . . . _.
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Following h a summary of tho runs calculated

J/uns

2- 9

2-11

39- 2

30- 3

4“ ~

5’= 5

5- 7

5“8

5°9

5-=-10

5.12

5-13

—.
=-——

Corrootion faotor (r90iprooal~

100013

09993

.
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APPENDIX III - SELF-~BSOWTION-----------

! /
m, ?’

Sample ~ .
1 J

al t
\

I 1
Detector T

.

.

We desire the relation

sample ‘on of active material~

of fissions in a thin deteotors

between the number of fissions in a disk-shaped

transmirmion about 80+0 percent, and the number

NDN of the seinematerial and same radiusO placed

on one faoe of “s”O when the whole is immersed in a uniform flux of thermal

neutrons ()?igO3).

Consider first tie number of disintegrations occurring in the sample.

If the sample ie a diek of radius R and height h. then the thickness measured

in mean free paths is t = h/A = h N&/v s N&/?tR? where N is the number of

nuclei in the sample and d the capture oroas section. The fractional depletion

of a beam of neutrons incident on the sample at angle eisl- eOt/COS 60 Since

the 25 andf+9 aross motions are approximately l/v in this region, we ass~e the

distribution of neutrons in the,block Maxwellian and

16) which tells us theilar to the ‘Bethe correction”
●

calaulate 8 correction 8im-

‘ieffectivevelocitym ve for

16) Bethe, Rev. Mod. Phys. ~, 135 (1937).

-—
- “-—----J... _-
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particular thickne8s of absorber we have. This turns out tO h Ve = .@ Vm

25. and Ve = .87 Vm for 49 (vm = 2200 m/see at 20.4° C), calculated on

basis of the transmission nveraged over all angles.

Now we may speak of’one velocity, v, and one thickness, t. If,the

sample is an

quires in an

which can be

infinitesimally thick disk (i.e., if h/R + 0)S the activity it at.=

isotropic flux. nv, is

~ltti’m it/z

As, o =2

LH

dO& (~ ~ e+cos e )nvco~9~ined0d$/4T

>00

/

=rlv7r$ 1 (1 - e“tl’) x d’.

o

evalueted using

q(=x)= r(e-u/u)du,

the logarithmic integral, tabulated for example, in Jahnke and Emdeo !TIIus. When

the result is put in a form whiah will prove convenient for I.atercomparisons,

we have

A
[ 1~,o = 3Jnv&(l/2t) 1 - (1 - t)e% tEi (.” t] o

Aotually, for the worst caue (the round 25 sample) h/R = .086, which is not

oiose enough to the conditions assumed above. tiemust therefore estfiaatethe

inorease in aotivity arising from the finite edges of the sample. A neutron

which enters the top of the sample at angle 6 and leaves through the edge will

havo its exaot counterpart in a neutron whioh enters the edge of the sample at a

.—
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corresponding point on the opposite side, along a parallel paths and leaves

through the bottom. The total path traverEed by

is the mune as that traversed by a neutron which

t/006 e. and it is convenient to consider this

this pair (measured in m.f.p.ts)

goes through f’romtop to bottom,

as one pathO and the ed~e effect

as arising from the extra activity such a pnth will cause. We i{:norefor the

moment the neutrons whioh enter the e~~e and leave through the edgeo

The activity

1 -e ‘X+l-e -(t/cos

part of the path. For

probable between x =

arising fra Buoh a ocmposite path is proportional to

e- ‘) where x is the lengths in m.f’op.QZ39of the firstP

this oaloulationwe oan tako all paths “x” as equally
.

0 and x = t/oos (). This is not quite true for very

large values of the azimuthal angle $ {$ is taken as zero when the projection

of the path in the plane of the disk is radial) but is a good approximation for

our geometry. Therefore, the average

has over a normal one is proportional

excess activity which suoh a composite path

to

W integrate over the area of the edge, weighting by the cosine of the anEle the

neutron makes with the edge surface, to get the excess activity arising from the

finite edge~
2~ ~? ~~~h

Hl[ 2 Cose
A 2 2

( )( )
~ ~ &4/cos$ ~ ~ * e-t/ooao .= .—

s, e t

00Q

[

nv sine cos #d&e ‘ineded

41

:: [pOc.=We:;]J1==u.
xlWlv&O-o-

0
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The inte~ral has been evaluated numerically for the values of’ t

cd in. For large values of 0 an appreciable number of neutrons

and leave through the edge, creatin~ composite paths of more than

increatiingthe excess aotivity. To put a limit on the error thus

of the integral as writtenO from o = tan-1(3/2)(R~) to 6 =

we are interest-

enter the edge

two parts,’and

made, the value

~/2, was corn=

pared with that of a similar integral assuming the sample were completely blaok

to neutrons. This made about a percent difference in the final correction factor$

so it was felt that our approximation,which is certainly O1OSW

case, is adequate.

he now consider the effect which the absorption of the

than the “black’!

samplo has on the

activity of the

the smnple h/R

of the mruplo.

thin deteotor “D{} (of. Fig. 3). We again assume first that for

--+0; later a correction wilt be made for the effeot of the edge

Let

is the radius-vector

the flux incident on

is a function of
s’

in~ that for any
f

have to pass throu~$

d be the di~tanoe from the detector to the sample. If J

from the center of the deteotor to a“point on the dete@or$
.

the detector at that point (from the side the sanple is on)

e. and {, Viecan integrate over # immediately by observ-

and o, the fraot.ion,

the sampla is given by

~, of flux coming in whioh does not-

goonwtry; “

.

80 tho activity of the detector iss
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1

+

+

J

in the ring of radius pD width $ p. !FhisiS
4

uated numerically for f = R and
;

W075 R. These three points determine “

the curve of activity a8 a function of f remarkably well o it is almoet flat.

4 alight complication is added by the tact that the detector foils were not

radially uniforrnObeing heavier near the ecIge8. This non-uniformity was measured

and appropriate weighting used when the curve WLM integrated over
f“

correot

be done

The aativity thus obtained depends on ‘d”, and we want to find the

activity taking into account the finite height of the samp~e. This C=

approximately by @osuming that the absorption of an element of the sample
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at disixume d is independent of the absorption of another element at dv. That

this is an excellent approximation can be seen by observing thatwe are essentially

replacing the average of e-x from O to t/oos e by the average of absorp-

tion and no absorption, that is.
(
~+ ent/co8 e

)~ ● For the wor8t possible

ca880 that of’the most oblique neutron that oan oome through the thicker of the

25 wunplea and hit the deteotoro t/cos e = 2.i+ and the two quantitie8 mention=

ed abovo me .30 and .%. For straight-throughneutrons they are .$?@ and

.*. Sinae the total variation in aotivity of’deteotor with distance ifsonly

11 percent and is fairly linear, it is plainly tipossible to make anappreoiable

error by using the simpler type of averaging,

Tketherefore plot activity as a funation of ds and find by numerical

integration the average autivity between the limits dl and ~. The activity

of the detector io this plus ~ NDnvd.

In addition to radial non-uniformity of deteotor foil, a correction

should be made to the integration over ~ beoause the neutron flux i8 presumably

somewhat weaker near the center of the disk than toward the ddgos owing to:the
,

neutron sink effect of the Sf.Utlple.HoweverO radial non-uniformity of’10 percent

in the foil made a difference of 0.1 peraent in the final answer; since the total

sink for the largeat sample used was 8 to 10 percent~ the variation of this sink

acrosa the sample would make very little difference to the correotionO and it has

therefore been ignored.

In all the abovo calculations the square 25 aample was a8sumed to be

a round sample of equal area.

The results of the calculations, with activities expressed as fractions

of Nnvo; arez

:-
--- --—’
——
—.
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Sample

square 25

Round 25

49

t

0111

.128

.063

“34”

44AJ ‘D
.8243 .026 0892

.0031 .026 .879

.8841 0012! *92Q5

o%b

0%3

.980 ,
.>x.——

.

a

*
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